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Revised, Central High School Graduation Remarks 

It is truly an honor for me to return to my own 

high school after 40 years. That seems a very long 

time ago. The class of 1936 and the class of 1976 are 

many years ago and many changes apart. But I believe 

each class of graduates and parents have similar emotions 

and expectations on graduation day. 

I've shared this day with my four children, and I 

understand.what a sad-happy day this is for all of you. 

For graduates, this marks an end to a very special time 

in your lives. You will always remember the friends and 

the fun, but you are looking today toward new adventures. 

Today you begin to take more control of your own 

life and to pursue your own special dreams. That's both 

exciting and a little scary. 

As your parents and friends watch you start the 

adventure of more education or a job, they share your 

excitement. As all parents do, they want good things for 

you. 

I'm sure every mother in this audience remembers the 
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first day you went off to school. The same mixture of 

high hopes and just a little pain are somewhat the same 

today. 

We really can do little .more than encourage you to 

follow your own dreams and to assure you of our support. 

To trust and believe in yourself is the best advice we 

can give. We do hope you will grow as individuals and 

continue to learn more about the world around you. 

What makes America special is that each individual 

can make his own personal promises about what he wants 

to do with his life. 

When we talk about the American dream, we really 

are talking about the collection of all our dreams. Your 

expectations will be matched by surprises and disappointments. 

But I've found the true excitement and challenge of life is 

to expect the unexpected. 

As I watched my children graduate, I wanted each of them 

to have the strength to accept challenges and the courage 

to overcame defeats. My hopes for them are the same for 

you today and all young people---may you have laughter, 

friends and joy. May you live up to the best in yourselves. 

In this Bicentennial year, may you use the liberty 

America gives us to make the world a better place. 

-0-
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Revi entral High School Graduation Remarks 

It is truly an honor for me to return to my own 

high school after 40 years. That seems a very long time 

ago. The class of 1936 and the class of 1976 are many 

years and many changes apart. 

Your studies, clothes and future jobs are different 

from those of my generation. But I believe each class of 

graduates and parents have similar emotions and expectations 

on graduation day. 

I've shared this day with my four children, and I 

understand what a sad-happy day this is for all of you. 

For graduates, this marks an end to a very special time 

in your lives. You will always remember the friends and 

the fun, but you are looking today for new adventures. 

Today you begin to take more control of your own lives 

and to pursue your own special dreams. Whether you continue 

your education or start a job, you will make your own 

decisions. That's both exciting and a little scary. 

As your parents and friends launch you on this adventure, 

they share your excitement. As all parents do, they want 

good things for you. 

I'm sure every mother in this audience 
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remembers the first day you went off to school. The 

same mixture of high hopes and just a little pain are 

somewhat the same toea y. 

We really can do little more than encourage you to 

follow your own dreams and to assure you of our support. 

We hope you will continue to grow as individuals and 

to learn more about the world around you. 

I think of the lines from the poet George Santayana: 

"It is not wisdom to be only wise, and on the inward vision 

close the eyes, but it is wisdom to believe the heart." 

To trust and believe in yourself really is the best 

advice we can give. 

You are unique---with talent, energy and ideas only 

you can give to your community and to your country. What 

makes America special is that each individual can make and 

keep his own promises to himself. 

When we talk about the American dream, we really are 

talking about the collection dE all our dreams. Your expectations 

will be matched by surprises and disappointments. But the 

excitement and challenge of life is to expect and accept 

the unexpected. I've found that so important in my life. 

As I watched my children graduate, I wanted each of them 
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to have the strength to accept challenges and the courage 

to overcome defeats. My hopes for them are the same for 

you today and all young people---may you have laughter, 

friends and joy and may you live up to be best in yourselves. 

In this year of our Bicentennial, may you use the 

liberty American gives us to make the world a better place. 

-0-
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Central High School Graduation Remarks 

It is truly an honor for me to return to my own 

high school after 40 years. That seems a very long 

time ago. (Although you and I studied in the same 

building, many things have changed at Central High 

School.} The class of 1936 and the class of 1976 

--T-v~v~y Qv~ 
are more t~n years apart, because of many eveRts 

~':>fi_,, .. A/-

and changes irl th.9 ·world . 

.:b~·~·~ 
~tJe subjects you studied, the clothes you wear 

and 
/ ._:t-.-V... ' r ----

the jobs y~have are different from those 

of.my generation. But I believe each class of graduates 

and parents have similar emotions and expe~tations on 

graduation day. 

I've shared this day with my four children, and I 

know what a sad-happy day this is for all@Gf you. For 

graduates, this marks an end to a very special time in 

your lives. You will always remember the friends artd 

the fun, but you are looking today for new adventures. 
--·----: _____) 

Today is more a beginning than an end. ~day.you begin 

to take more control of your own lives and to pursue your 

own special dreams. 

Whether you continue your education or start a job, 
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you will make your own decisions. That's both exciting 

and a little scary. (:our life will never be as 

structured and predictable as it has been in the past. 

There will be fewer required courses and more electives~ 

As your fBrents and friends launch you on this 

adventure, ~ they share your excitement. As all 

parents do, they want good things for you. 

I'm sure every mother in this audience remembers 

the first day you went off to school. The same mixture 

of high hopes and just a little pain are somewhat the 

same today. 

We really can do little more than encourage you 

to follow your own dreams and to let you know we will 

back you up. We ~hope you will continue to grow 

as individuals and t~-:~~~pe-ed~~~--yourB-elf about the 
/\.. .. 

world around you._ 

I think of the lines from the poet George Santayana: 

"It is not wisdom to be only wise, and on the inward vision 

close the eyes, but it is wisdom to believe the heart." 

To trust and believe in yourself really is the best advice 

we can give. 

.J_t 1 CA J.._dx~ 
You are unique with same talent and energy ~~niy--you 

can give to your community and to your country • 

• 
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What makes America special is that each individual can 

make and keep his own promises to himself. 

When we talk about the American dream, we really 

are talking about the collection of all our dreams. 

You graduate \vi th many expectations, and no doubt will 

encounter disappointments and surprises. But what makes 

America exciting is that all of us can expect the unexpected. 

I've found that in my own life and my friends. 

You begin with your own hopes and talents and what 

happens w~ll not always be as you plan. But if you do 

believe your heart and discipline yourself to be the 

best you can be, !~believe you will find many rewards. 

LI think of the parable of the talents in the Bible 

and of the man who used his one talent well. What is 

important in our lives is not what we have in the way 

of intelligence and talent, but what we do with these 

gifts~ 

As I watched each of my children graduate, I wanted 

e~ch of them to have the strength to accept the challenges 

and the courage to overcome the disappointments. My hopes 

for them are the same for you today and all young people--

may you have laughter, friends and hope and may you live 

up to the best in yourselves • 

• 
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Peg- e Four 

In this year of our Bicentennial, may you 

use the liberty ~erica gives us to make our 

world a better place. 

-0-
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Central High School Graduation Remarks 

It is truly an honor for me to return to my 

a±a own high school after 40 years for your 

graduation. That seems a very long time ago, 

and although £exxxakxHx~k you and I studied in 

the same building, many things have changed in 

this city and in the country. BHx 

The EH subjects you studied, the clothes 

you wear and the country you live in are all very 
I belEve 

different from the class of 1936. But each class 
and parents 

of graduates has many similar emotions and expectations 

on graduation day. 

I've shared this day with my four children, and 

I know what a sad-happy day it is for all of you. 

For graduates, this marks an end to very special time 

in your xxx lives---the friends you've made and the 

fun you've had will be remembered for many years to come. 

But today is more a beginning than an end. Today you 

begin to take more control of your own lives and to 

pursue your own special dreams. 

Whether you continue your education or start a job, 
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you will be making your own choices. That's both 

exciting and a little scary. Your life will never 

again be as structured and predictable as it has 

been during your school years. Fewer decisions will 

be made for you, and more choices will be ~au~ yours. 

As your parents and friends launch you on this 

adventure, I know they share your excitement. As 

all ~xe parents do, they want good things for you. 

I'm sure every mother in this audience thinks 

about the first day kx her x~x child went off to school. 

That same mixture of high xxk hopes and just a little 

pain are somewhat the same today. 

Those of us Ma who are older xe%% really can do little 

more than encourage you to follow your own ~axkx 

dreams. We all hope that ~au you will continue to grew 

and learn. 

I think of the lines from the poet George Santayana: 

"It is not wisdom to be only :i wise, and aH%~ on the 

inward vision close the eyes, but it is wisdom to believe 

the heart." That theme of "to your own self be xux true" 

is really the best advice we have. 

Youare H~:iu HH~ unique without another duplicate in 

the world. You have something that only you can give 

to your community aa and to your country . 

• 



(Yd l ., ,.- d'' . Rev1se , Centra~ H1gn Scnool Gra uaclon RemarKs 

It is truly an honor for me to return to my own 

high school after 40 years. That seems a very long time 

ago. The class of 1936 and the class of 1976 are many 

years and many changes apart. 

Your studies, clothes and future jobs are different 

from those of my generation. But I believe each class of 

graduates and parents have similar emotions and expectations 

on graduation day. 

I'v~ sha~ed this day with my four children, and I 

understand what a sad-happy·day this is for all of yol.!. 

For graduates, this marks an end to a very special time 

in your lives. You will always remember the friends and 

the fun, but you are looking today for new adventures. 

Today you begin to take more control of your own lives 

and to pursue your own special dreams. Whether you continue 

your education or start a job, you will make your own 

decisions. That's both exciting and a little scary. 

As your parents and friends launch you on this adventure, 

they share your excitement. As all parents do, they want 

good things for you. 

I'm sure every mother in this audience 

• 
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remembers the first day you went off to school. The 

same mixture of high hopes and just a little pain are 

somewhat the same toea y. 

We really can do little more than encourage you to 

follow your O'rm dreams and to assure you of our support. 

We hope you will continue to grow as individuals and 

to learn more about the world around you. 

I think of the lines from the poet George Santayana: 

"It is not wisdom to be only wise, and on the inward vision 

close the eyes, but it is wisdom to believe the heart." 

To trust and believe in yourselfreally is the best 

advice we can give. 

- You are unique-.;....-with talent, energy and ideas only 

you can give to your community and to your country. What 

makes America special is that each individual can make and 

keep his own promises to himself. 

When we talk about the American dream, we really are 

talking about the collection of all our dreams. Your expectations 

will be matched by surprises and disappointments. But the 

excitement and challenge of life is to expect and accept 

the .unexpected. I've found that so important in my life. 

As I watched my children graduate, I wanted each of them 
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to have the strength to accept challenges and the courage 

to overcome defeats. My hopes for them are the same for 

you today and all young people---may you have laughter, 

friends and joy and may you live up to be best in yourselves. 

In this year of our Bicentennial, may you use the 

liberty American gives us to make the world a better place. 

-0-
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Central High School Graduation Remarks 

It is truly an honor to come back to my own 

high school after 40 years for your graduation 

exercises. I know what a special day this is 

because I've shared it with my four children. 

This really is a sad-happy day for parents, because 

we look at our Ek±x«xRR grown-up children and 

remember other days. 

I wonder if there is a mother in this audience 
day 

who doesn't think today about the first xXm& her 

child went to school. We send you off to school 

just as we send you off today---with high hopes and 

just a little pain. 

Graduation in a way is like going off to the 

first grade, but this time will be going off on your 

own. Perhaps you will continue your formal education 

or begin your life's work, but whatever your path, 

you will be more in control of your own life. That's 

an exciting prospect. 

You have your own special hopes and sxeamsx expectations . 

• 



I am happy to share this special day in your 

lives. I am closer to how the parents and ~ friends 

of the graduates feel today than perhaps the class 

of 1976. This is a sad-happy day for parents. A 

parent looks at the high school graduate and sees 

a little boy or girl the first time on a BiEk 

bicycle or remembers watching that small figure 

walk ik into the classroom for the first time X8X 

so many years ago. 

Now here you are today---se~iHHiH~xaxx~eEiaxxxX=e 

iH on the threshold of another beginning. ~k Graduation 

is HRXikex~8iH~xX8 in a way like going to the first 

grade, but this time you will be on your own---perhaps 

a job, more education, life more 8 under your own control. 

It is both exciting and a little frightening, and there 

is so little to say as you begin this adventure. 

I think about my own graduation 40years ago---how 

time does fly. Although much has changed in this country, 

each generation brings to its tas~ a new perspective. 

You carry within yourself the potential for personal 

growth •.. for exploring new frontiers for seeking out 

• 



To me, ~He America remains the most exciting country 

in the world, because each individual can become the 

best of what he wants to be. 

We talk about the American dream, and that e really 

is a collection of all our ~ dreams. Wex«aHH~xxkHaE 

Youx start out ~a¥ today with many expectations, and 

no doubt M you will encounter disappointments aHaxaex~Hx 

and surprises. But what really is exciting in our 

country is that each of us can expect the unexpected. 

You begin~ ¥ withyour own talents and hopes, and what 

happents will not always be as your plan. But if you 

do believe your heart and M~xkx disciplire yourself 

to be the best you can be---I belive you will find many 

rewards. 

I think of the parable of the axe% talents in the 

Bible, and of the man who used his one talent well. 

What is important in all our lives is not x~ what we have 

been given in the way of intelligence and talent---but 

what we do with these gifts. 

As I XM saw each of my children graduate, I kax 

kaaxax wanted a good life for them---with friends, family, 

work to give them a place ... love, surprises and I hoped 

they would have the strength to accept the challenges and 

• 



and the grace to accept their blessings. My hopes 

for them are the same as I have for you today and 

for all young people---good work, ~~~88X good friends 

and unexpected tests of their courage and their abilities. 

To each of you---the same. 

-0-
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Revised Remarks, Central High School Graduation 

It is truly an honor for me to return to my own 

high school after 40 years. That seems a very long 

time ago. The class of 1963 and the class of 1976 are 

many years and many changes apart. 

Your studies, ~ and future jobs are different 

from those of my generation. But I believe each class of 

graduates and parents have similar emotions and expectations 

on graduation day. 

-I've shared this day with my four children,~ and I 

understand wht a sad-happy day this is for all of you. 

For graduates, this ends a very special time in your lives. 

You will always remember the friends and the fun, but 

you are looking today for new adventures. 

Today you begin to take more control of your own lives 

and to pursue your own special dreams. Whether you continue 

your education or start a job, you will make your own 

decisions. That's both exciting and a little scary. 

As your parents and friends launch you on this 

adventure, they share your excitement. As all parents do, 

they want good things for you. , I· 
. _ ~ o.-v,.J~ h.~~ 

I'm sure every Jother )in this audience 'GiV renembers 

r-
the first• day you went off to school. The same mixture 

• 



of high hopes and just a little pain are somewhat the 

same today. 

~t•si hard to know what words will help~ guide 

you---and which ones you are prepared to accept. 

~ach generation finds i••• its own joys and reacts 

- ve, to its own pains. Your goals -* and hopes for yourselA 
,_.... 

and your country are ~ different from those of your 

parents. 

~believe 1976 is a grand time to be young. The 

Nation has a worklist of problems to be solved, but it 

has xtl'iA:ii!IBBBH:ii!IHB&JEAKXfDII~a many resources to do so. 

Your talent, imagination and hard work can help. 

Lwe are just emerging from a turbulent period, and this 

is a time of reevaluation. After a period of extreme 

doubt and agitation, there is a ~ danger of settling into 

-!!I! complacency. I hope your generation helps keep 

·America from becoming ~-n~ self-satisfied. 
~ 

~espite important gains in x BBRa achieving equal 

rights and responsibilities for ~ women and racial 

minorities, inequities and injustices remain. ::> 

~espite our technological achievements, we still 

face an energy crisis. 

l!?e failures of past generations always falii to the 

young) ~ut be; encouraged by America's triumphs and by 
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the personal achievements of those you admire. 

I wish for you today what I wished for my chiHren 

on their graduation days---may you be the best you can 

be and may you leave the world around you a better place . 
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